
  

Optimum 5mm Gloves
Reference# 100842-L

Our Optimum gloves are a popular underwater neoprene
glove. With a stylish and practical design, the Optimum
glove is an ideal option for divers. We use a double layer
of high-grade polymer to construct our Optimum gloves.
From there, we add a Ti-Ax® Thermacote® heat-
reflecting lining. This lining is silver to give maximum
heat back to the wearer.

The Optimum glove interior is also Ti-Glide which makes
the gloves easier to take on and off. Along with the Ti-
Glide technology, we've used a full size wrist zip to
further ensure the gloves are easy to pull on and off,
whether they're wet or not. These features is included to
make the wrist seal really tight-fitting. A tight-fitting
wrist seal is essential to minimise water migration. While
in some gloves this can make it difficult to pull over your
hand, the design is developed to be easier to use and
therefore work better for you.

On the exterior DiamondFlex is added on back of the
hand. Not only does this look great, but it adds greater
padding in the event of knocks or scrapes, therefore
giving your hands added protection. The palms of the
glove and all the fingers are embossed with Super-Tack
technology. This gives you greater control and grip,
which is ideal for underwater use. The Northern Diver
Optimum gloves meet the requirements stated in Annex
II of the PPE Directive 89/686/EEC.

Material: Double layer premium polymer
Thickness: 5mm
Design: 5-finger glove
Flexible and elastic fit
Reinforced palms and fingers for better
grip and strength
Zip for easy donning and doffing
Available in sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL
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